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(57) ABSTRACT 

An electronic trading system is described herein. More spe 
cifically, the electronic trading system may relate to the Sub 
stantially simultaneous trading of cash instruments and their 
related futures contracts for interest-rate related instruments. 
The electronic trading system may also be used to allow a user 
(such as a market maker or other Suitable participant) to gauge 
his chance of Success at completing both sides of a basis trade 
within a preferably pre-determined or pre-set interval, while 
knowing in advance the specific weighting algorithm that will 
be applied to the basis trade. The electronic trading system 
may also be used to allow a user to predetermine the exact 
weighting algorithm to be used on Such a basis trade, and to 
adjust those preferences where necessary or desired. 
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ELECTRONIC COMPLETON OF CASH 
VERSUS FUTURES BASISTRADES 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0001. This invention relates to electronic trading systems 
and methods. More specifically, this invention relates to elec 
tronic systems and methods relating to the Substantially 
simultaneous trading of cash instruments and their related 
futures contracts for interest-rate related instruments. 
0002 The following example illustrates a typical futures 
contract for an interest-related instrument. The Chicago 
Board of Trade 10 year futures contract is of a delivery stan 
dard of a nominal 10 year maturity 6% coupon bond, whereby 
underlying bonds eligible for delivery into a short position are 
of a maturity of 6 to 10 years maturity at the first day of each 
delivery month. Any one of this “basket' of deliverable bonds 
may be delivered in satisfaction of the seller's obligation 
under the contract. A basis trade is a trade in which a deliv 
erable cash bond trade is effected at the same time as the 
equivalent but opposite futures trade. 
0003. One advantage of a basis trade is that it provides a 
hedged position in a particular instrument—i.e., the basis 
trade includes two Substantially opposing positions on similar 
instruments. The hedged position exists because the futures 
price tends to track the cash price of the underlying instru 
ment. The hedged nature of the basis trade typically limits 
losses in situations where long term interest rates fluctuate 
rapidly. 
0004 One aspect that makes basis trading of these under 
lying bonds against the futures contract difficult to implement 
electronically is that the futures contract and any one of the 
basket of deliverable bonds may be traded on distinct and 
different trading systems, which may incorporate different 
matching algorithms. 
0005. Another aspect is the different hedge ratios of cash 
bond amount Versus futures contract amount that exist for 
different trading scenarios. Some traders prefer to weight the 
nominal amounts of each instrument traded in a basis trade by 
buying or selling an amount of cash bond equivalent to the 
opposing short or long futures trade by a conversion factor 
weighting that stipulates the cash amount to be the futures 
amount multiplied by a Futures Exchange published conver 
sion factor (e.g., 0.9467). Other traders prefer to weight a 
basis trade according to a duration-based algorithm that 
matches the different instruments’ subtle differences in mar 
ket price behavior. Other traders still prefer to view the like 
lihood of one bond being significantly cheaper to deliver into 
a futures contract short position, and adjust a basis trade 
hedge ratio according to this likelihood, while considering 
other market factors as well. 
0006. Therefore, it would be desirable to provide a system 
for the electronic trading of futures contracts for interest-rate 
related instruments, against their equivalent cash securities as 
a spread or basis trade whereby both a long or short position 
in one instrument is traded Substantially simultaneously with 
a short or long position in the other instrument. 
0007 Two difficult aspects of the basis trade are the entry 
into and exit from each position, respectively. At the entry into 
the position, two things must occur—a trade on the underly 
ing instrument and a trade on the futures. However, from a 
trader's perspective, it is often difficult if not impossible to 
make these two trades occur simultaneously. Whereas this 
simultaneous execution may be difficult to carry out when 
trading with two different human brokers, the difficulty is 
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amplified in the world of electronic trading where the execu 
tion of intended trades depends on the electronic trading 
system and the trading algorithm resident therein. 
0008. Therefore, it would also be desirable to provide 
electronic trading systems and methods that allow a user (or 
market maker or other suitable participant) to gauge his 
chance of Success at completing both sides of a basis trade 
within a preferably pre-determined or pre-set interval, while 
knowing in advance the specific weighting algorithm that will 
be applied to the basis trade. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0009. It is an object of this invention to provide a system 
for the simultaneous electronic trading of cash instruments 
and their related futures contracts for interest-rate related 
instruments. 
0010. It is also an object of this invention to provide elec 
tronic trading systems and methods that allow a user to pre 
determine the exact weighting algorithm to be used on Such a 
basis trade, and to adjust those preferences where necessary 
or desired. 
0011. It is yet another object of this invention to provide 
electronic trading systems and methods that allow a user—e. 
g., a market maker or other suitable participant—to gauge his 
chance of Success at completing both sides of a basis trade 
within a preferably pre-determined or pre-set interval. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0012. The above and other advantages of the invention 
will be apparent upon consideration of the following detailed 
description, taken in conjunction with the accompanying 
drawings, in which like reference characters refer to like parts 
throughout, and in which: 
0013 FIG. 1 is an illustration of an electronic implemen 
tation of a system in accordance with some embodiments of 
the present invention; 
0014 FIG. 2 is an illustration, in greater detail, of an 
electronic implementation of a system in accordance with 
Some embodiments of the present invention; 
0015 FIG. 3 is an illustration of an electronic trading 
interface in accordance with Some embodiments of the 
present invention; 
0016 FIG. 4 is an illustration of another electronic trading 
interface in accordance with Some embodiments of the 
present invention; and 
(0017 FIG. 5 is an illustration of yet another electronic 
trading interface in accordance with Some embodiments of 
the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

(0018. Referring to FIG. 1, exemplary system 100 for 
implementing the present invention is shown. As illustrated, 
system 100 may include one or more workstations 101.Work 
stations 101 may be local or remote, and are connected by one 
or more communications links 102 to computer network 103 
that is linked via communications links 105 to server 104. 
Server 104 is linked via communications link 110 to back 
office clearing center 112. 
(0019. In system 100, server 104 may be any suitable 
server, processor, computer, or data processing device, or 
combination of the same. Server 104 and back office clearing 
center 112 may form part of the electronic trading system. 
Furthermore, server 104 may also contain an electronic trad 
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ing system and application programming interface and 
merely transmit a Graphical User Interface or other display 
screens to the user at the user workstation. 
0020 Computer network 103 may be any suitable com 
puter network including the Internet, an intranet, a wide-area 
network (WAN), a local-area network (LAN), a wireless net 
work, a digital subscriber line (DSL) network, a frame relay 
network, an asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) network, a 
virtual private network (VPN), or any combination of any of 
the same. Communications links 102 and 105 may be any 
communications links Suitable for communicating data 
between workstations 101 and server 104, such as network 
links, dial-up links, wireless links, hard-wired links, etc. 
0021 Workstations 101 may be personal computers, lap 
top computers, mainframe computers, dumb terminals, data 
displays, Internet browsers, Personal Digital Assistants 
(PDAs), two-way pagers, wireless terminals, portable tele 
phones, etc., or any combination of the same. WorkStations 
101 may be used to implement the electronic trading system 
application and application programming interface according 
to the invention. 
0022. Back office clearing center 112 may be any suitable 
equipment, Such as a computer, a laptop computer, a main 
frame computer, etc., or any combination of the same, for 
causing transactions to be cleared and/or verifying that trans 
actions are cleared. Communications link 110 may be any 
communications links Suitable for communicating data 
between server 104 and back office clearing center 112, such 
as network links, dial-up links, wireless links, hard-wired 
links, etc. 
0023 The server, the back office clearing center, and one 
of the workstations, which are depicted in FIG. 1, are illus 
trated in more detail in FIG. 2. Referring to FIG. 2, worksta 
tion 101 may include processor 201, display 202, input device 
203, and memory 204, which may be interconnected. In a 
preferred embodiment, memory 204 contains a storage 
device for storing a workstation program for controlling pro 
cessor 201. Memory 204 also preferably contains an elec 
tronic trading system application 216 according to the inven 
tion. 
0024. Electronic trading system application 216 may pref 
erably include application program interface 215, or alterna 
tively, as described above, electronic trading system applica 
tion 216 may be resident in the memory of server 104. In this 
embodiment, the electronic trading system may contain 
application program interface 215 as a discrete application 
from the electronic trading system application which also 
may be included therein. The only distribution to the user may 
then be a Graphical User Interface which allows the user to 
interact with electronic trading system application 216 resi 
dent at server 104. 
0025 Processor 201 uses the workstation program to 
present on display 202 electronic trading system application 
information relating to market conditions received through 
communication link 102 and trading commands and values 
transmitted by a user of workstation 101. Furthermore, input 
device 203 may be used to manually enter commands and 
values in order for these commands and values to be commu 
nicated to the electronic trading system. 
0026. In one embodiment of this invention, Trade 
Through-the-Stack trading rules (TTS) preferably allow the 
user to identify and trade prices outside the boundaries of the 
best prices shown by the trading system. Such a trade may not 
invoke the trading system (or alternatively, the trading appli 
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cations) interactive trading rules as will be described in more 
detail below. Preferably, price improvement (PI) benefits, 
which are described in U.S. patent application Ser. No. 
10/171,009, filed on Jun. 11, 2002, which is hereby incorpo 
rated by reference herein in its entirety, may also be appli 
cable in some form in TTS trading. 
0027. To fully understand the TTS system and method 
according to the invention, which are described in U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 10/890,602, filed on Jul. 13, 2004, which 
is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety, it is impor 
tant to understand an interactive trading system according to 
the invention upon which the TTS rules are implemented. 
One embodimentofan interactive trading system is described 
in U.S. Pat. No. 6,560,580, which is hereby incorporated by 
reference herein in its entirety. 
0028 Interactive trading may use a number of trading 
states to define the ability of users to negotiate and trade with 
one another. Each of the various states may be associated with 
a user interface display screen. Alternatively, all of the various 
states may be associated with a single display screen that 
includes various indicators to denote the current system state. 
(0029 FIG. 3 shows a typical display 300 associated with 
electronic trading of futures contracts for interest-related 
instruments. Display 300 shows a volume (and corresponding 
prices) of bids 310 and offers 320 for the Chicago Board of 
Trade 10-year bond futures. On the left are listed bids 310 and 
on the right are listed offers 320. The price column 330 is 
shown in the middle. Order type is shown at 640 and may 
include limit order 642, market order 644 and stop order 646. 
0030 Typically, in conventional trading implemented 
using display 300, participants enter their respective bids and 
offers by typing the price and volume in field 350. Size fields 
352 may be used to facilitate order entry by making prepro 
grammed size amounts available. Cancel keys 354 may be 
used to facilitate canceling active orders. 
0031 FIG. 4 shows a typical analytical screen of deliver 
able bonds to the futures contract in FIG. 3. 
0032. Associated with each of the bids and offers is a 
conversion factor 410. The conversion factor, as stated above, 
represents the value by which the exchange settlement price 
of any selected cash bond delivered into a short futures posi 
tion (at futures contract maturity) will be multiplied by, to 
arrive at a price the futures buyer will be expected to pay for 
that bond, in order to satisfy the requirements of the notional 
bond futures contract. Various reasons exist, and are known in 
the art, as to why a trader may bid or offer for a futures 
contract while assuming a particular underlying cash bond is 
likely to be delivered in the future to satisfy the traders 
obligations under the contract. 
0033. To the right of each bond are the conversion factors 
410, then the conversion factor weightings 420 (amount of 
futures per S1 m nominal of each bond for a futures conver 
sion factor weighted hedge trade) and then the duration 
weightings 420 (amount of futures per S1 m nominal of each 
bond for a futures duration weighted hedge trade) associated 
with each bond, assuming that the first bond with the shortest 
duration is the cheapest to deliver bond for the above men 
tioned short futures obligated participants. 
0034) For example, the trader may choose a particular 
underlying instrument, and its associated conversion factor, 
because at the time of entry into the futures contract, it is the 
cheapest for a futures short position to deliver into their deliv 
ery obligation, and thus there exists alikelihood that at futures 
maturity said underlying bond could be most economically 
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delivered into the futures obligation. Alternatively, a trader 
may choose a particular underlying instrument because he 
anticipates that at the time of delivery of the contract he will 
have a Surplus of this particular instrument at an advanta 
geous price, and/or that the price of the currently viewed 
cheapest to deliver instrument is likely to ascend to a relative 
point where it is no longer cheapest. In any case, various 
factors contribute to a particular choice of instrument for 
delivery. 
0035 However, as can be seen from the display 400 in 
FIG.4, the various conversions factors 410 for various bonds 
412 having a price 414. Conversion factors 412 generally lead 
to a lack of uniformity, and a concomitant lack of liquidity in 
an electronic marketplace for the simultaneous trading of 
cash bonds and associated futures contracts. Column 416 
shows the conversion factor weighting used to convert the 
current price into a million dollars of nominal futures con 
tracts. Also, the proprietary nature of futures participants 
mathematical modeling of the likelihood of delivery of any of 
the basket of bonds effectively gives rise to the fact that the 
last (duration weighting 418) column of the table often has 
different values in it for each participant. In addition, these 
conversion factor numbers are typically fixed by the exchange 
in advance. 
0036) Systems and methods according to the invention 
solve this problem as follows. Typically in the display 400 
shown in FIG. 4, trades are executed by a hit or lift of the bid 
or offer respectively, that is currently being shown. A number 
of rules that apply to interactive trading relating to the hit/lift 
system are described in U.S. Pat. No. 6,560.580. While these 
rules are used herein to illustrate the claimed invention, nev 
ertheless, the scope of the invention extends beyond the elec 
tronic systems disclosed therein. 
0037) Systems and methods according to the invention 
propose an additional rule that requires a trader that hits or 
lifts a futures contract for an interest-rate related instrument 
to implicitly agree to at least one of the underlying terms—i. 
e., the hedge ratio proposed for the trade when the trader 
hits or lifts a displayed bid or offer. In so doing, any executed 
trades for a futures contract include an agreement on the terms 
of satisfaction of the contract—i.e., an agreement as to which 
hedge ratio bond on the trade is to be used to weight how 
much of the underlying bond is to be weighted against how 
many futures contracts. 
0038. Using this rule according to the invention, uncer 
tainty is removed from electronic trading of futures contracts 
for interest-related instruments. According to the invention, 
each basis trade includes, for every executed trade, an asso 
ciated hedge ratio which has been implicitly agreed to by the 
action of the aggressive participant upon the passive resting 
order. As the trade price is struck at the then current futures 
price in the open market, the agreed hedge ratio is that of the 
passive participant, and the aggressive participant can re 
adjust their desired hedge ratio with trades in the open mar 
kets of the underlying instruments to the basis trade. 
0039. The following exemplary calculations may be used 
as an introduction to one embodiment of the systems and 
methods described herein (wherein the contracts being traded 
are a 2-year U.S. Treasury Note, a 2Y Futures contract on the 
2-year U.S. Treasury Note, and a 2Y Basis trade is a purchase/ 
sale of the 2-year U.S. Treasury Note and a sale/purchase of 
the 2-year U.S. Treasury Note Futures Contract): 
0040. In 2Y a Bid/Offer exists 
0041. In 2Y a Futures Bid/Offer exists 
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To calculate the basis price: 

2Y Basis = 2Y Cash - (2Y SEP 04 Futures X Conversion Factor) 

2Y Basis = 100.116 Cash Price 

(105.226 Future Pricex 0.9467 Conversion Factor) 

2Y Basis = 499 

Alternatively, the following calculations may be used accord 
ing to the invention: 

2Y Basis Bid= 

2Y Cash Bid- (2Y Futures Offer Pricex Conversion Factor) 

2Y Basis Offer=2Y Cash Offer 

(2Y Futures Bid Pricex Conversion Factor) 

To buy the basis = Buy Cashf Sell Futures 

To sell the basis = Sell Cashf Buy Futures 

Preferably, a market maker takes the following exemplary 
steps to provide a bid in the basis contract (and the opposite 
steps to provide an offer): 

If a participant enters a Basis Bid of = 11° 

11' = Buy Cash and Sell Futurex Conversion Factor 
111/2 

Once a known price is offered for futures—then the user can 
make a bid for the cash instrument on the participant’s behalf. 
Alternatively, using the equation set forth above, a market 
maker can “make provide to other participants—a bid and 
offer in the basis trade by: 1) determining the available price 
in the cash market 2) using the invention (as described in more 
detail below) to determine the availability of the futures con 
tracts and 3) provide a bid and an offer in the basis market 
based on Steps 1 and 2. 
0042 FIG. 5 shows a display 510 directed to determining 
the risk associated with various steps of the process described 
above according to the invention. This embodiment of basis 
trading relates to the simultaneous execution of both the cash 
bond trade and the futures trade on different trading systems, 
in accordance with the users’ preferred hedge ratio. This 
method of basis trading can be used, in one instance, to effect 
a basis trade in the underlying markets when there is no 
counterparty willing to take on the opposite side of the basis 
trade as above. According to this method, a cash bond bid or 
offer may be placed at a level that the accompanying and 
opposing futures trade should be also executable. If the cash 
trade was executed, the system will automatically trade the 
offsetting futures trade in that market. Because these cash and 
futures trading systems are likely to be on different trading 
systems, a form of risk management is preferred to allow 
users to adjust the risk of executing one side only, or partially 
executing one side, of the desired basis trade while taking on 
the risk of the other side of the market. This method may also 
be used in simultaneous arbitrage trading, whereby advanta 
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geous execution prices can be sourced from these individual 
cash and futures trading systems by rapid execution of 
matched buy and sell orders. As an example, a future risk 
manager may weight the current market conditions associ 
ated with the futures for use in the algorithm and therefore 
adjusts the price for the bid in cash that the system makes on 
behalf of the basis bidder. Therefore, once the price/availabil 
ity of the futures using a future risk manager according to the 
invention is obtained, a user can determine a cash price based 
thereon and post a basis spread bid/offer. Systems and meth 
ods for completing a trade for multiple instruments Substan 
tially simultaneously is disclosed in co-pending U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 09/627,705 filed on Jul. 28, 2000. 
0043. A detailed description of FIG. 5 may be used to 
more fully illustrate particular aspects of a futures risk man 
agement system and method according to the invention. Dis 
play 510 includes a list of bids 520 and offers 530 for futures 
contracts. Display 510 also shows three boxes, which repre 
sent user configurable fields may be used to gauge the chance 
of success at completing simultaneously both sides of a basis 
trade (or other suitable spread trade). Preferably, in one 
embodiment of the invention, the system preferably works 
with a limit order or any other suitable order type. Otherwise, 
the system works with market orders. The chances of suc 
cessfully completing the trade may be measured with respect 
to a preferably pre-determined or pre-set time interval, which 
in modern electronic trading systems may typically be mea 
sured in a few hundredths of a second to those skilled in the 
art. Thus, systems and methods according to the invention 
preferably provide a user-configurable risk mechanism for 
use in performing a basis trade, a spread trade or for other 
suitable trades. 
0044) The invention may be used for the following pur 
pose. A market maker in a basis trade may use the invention to 
provide a price in the basis trade as follows. 
0045 Risk ticks 540 may be a user-configurable field. 
Ticks measure Volatility and function as a volatility adjust 
ment parameter. The more volatile the market, the less orders 
per tick. In this embodiment, risk ticks 540 preferably indi 
cates the level of depth in a market that the user may be willing 
to probe for an availability of prices and sizes for contracts to 
complete the basis trade. Specifically, a risk tick level of three, 
as shown in FIG. 5, may indicate that the trader desires an 
average bid and offer associated with the top three bids (high 
est dollar value) and/or the bottom three offers (lowest dollar 
value) in order to gauge the size and price of the available 
market for futures contracts for the five-year treasury note 
that is due to be delivered in March 2004. Risk ticks effec 
tively stipulates how many price levels a user wishes to probe 
to determine market depth in the calculation algorithms that 
follow. 
0046 Risk size 560 may be a user-configurable field as 
well. In this embodiment, risk size 560 may define the pre 
determined quantity of the derivative instrument for which a 
user wishes to determine availability. When used in conjunc 
tion with the rest of the parameters in the systems and meth 
ods according to the invention, the user can tailor a risk profile 
to Suit the user's desired trading and market volatility param 
eters. 

0047 Risk factor 550 may also be a user-configurable 
field. The risk factor adjusts the risk exposure without sending 
a larger order up to a linking machine which may be config 
ured to post either one or both of the orders for trading. More 
particularly, the risk factor defines an excess amount of the 
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derivative instrument over which availability is tested. This 
gives the linking machine the control of the risk before expos 
ing a position to the market. (One embodiment of a Suitable 
linking machine or engine is described in U.S. patent appli 
cation Ser. No. 09/627,705 filed Jun. 28, 2000 which is hereby 
incorporated by reference herein in its entirety.) Thus, risk 
factor 550 limits the exposure of the user to real market risk. 
0048. In this embodiment, risk factor 550 preferably indi 
cates a multiple of one side of the basis trade with respect to 
the other side of the basis trade. For example, a risk factor of 
three in this example indicates that for the order of one hun 
dred contracts in the cash market (shown in 560), a cost/price 
average—i.e., the average price that is being determined for 
the selected bids or offers for the instrument that is being 
derived for three hundred equivalent contracts should be 
taken in the futures market to determine the availability of 
contracts in the futures market at the required price, or close 
to the required price, to risk showing a cash price and size for 
trading in a cash bond trading system, to complete both sides 
of a basis trade. The higher the risk factor 550, the less the 
trader is exposed to risk because the indication that he 
receives with respect to the available contracts illustrates a 
wider sampling of the market, and thus a lower risk profile 
and concomitantly lower chance of only executing a cash 
bond trade without the “balancing accompanying futures 
trade. Thus, the risk factor limits the exposure by increasing 
the cover without increasing the order. 
0049. It should be noted that if the risk factor requests a 
measure of availability to be determined over a particular 
number of contracts and the risk ticks specifies a number of 
ticks that does not include sufficient volume to satisfy the 
number of contracts requested by the risk factor, then systems 
and methods according to the invention may reject the Sub 
mitted risk profile because the market is not sufficiently liquid 
to support the user's risk profile. 
0050. A derived size limit570 may be a further parameter 
that the user can adjust in the cash bond market to minimize 
or increase the desired risk profile. If the risk ticks 540, risk 
factor 550 and risk size 560 provide a price and size that is at 
the best price (while taking into account the risk analysis) in 
the cash market, a limit may be applied as to how much 
derived size should be shown, to either minimize possible 
Sudden losses due to extraordinary market movements, or to 
aggressively show as much derived size as possible to maxi 
mize a user's probability of execution. This limit may be 
implemented using derived size limit570. 
0051 Finally, if derived size limit570 is not calculated at 
a marketable price reflective of the then best bid or offer in the 
market—i.e., it is of a worse price than currently displayed on 
the cash instrument preferably in order to protect the user— 
then the derived size 570 can be preferably automatically 
reduced by the system down to an adjusted reduced derived 
size 580 that enables the algorithm to calculate a better price 
that is closer to the then best market bid or offer price, in 
accordance with the user's settings of risk ticks 540, risk 
factor 550 and risk size 560. 
0.052 Thus a trader can parameterize the system to use any 
combination of risk ticks, risk factor, risk size, derived size 
limit and adjusted reduced derived size to form his risk 
assessment vis-á-vis the selected contracts. In one embodi 
ment of the invention, the cost price average of the futures size 
stack for the desired amount multiplied by the risk factor 
provides the user with an indication of the availability of 
contracts at the price that the user needs to complete the basis 
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trade. As described above, in one embodiment of the situation 
according to the invention, the higher the risk factor, the less 
risk is involved from the side of the trader. 
0053. In another embodiment of the invention, the risk 
factor may be adjustable according to bid/offer tick volatility 
and/or time of day—e.g., a risk factor may be configured to be 
higher between 8:28 a.m. and 8:35 a.m. on days in which 
economic figures are set to be reported. Preferably, the risk 
factor can also be manually overridden in real time by a trader. 
0054. In cash trading systems that use a principle of first 
buyer and first seller priority workup (as described in U.S. 
Pat. No. 6,560.580), an embodiment of the system may be 
implemented to take advantage of any trading privileges 
afforded to the user in deciding whether to trade more at a 
price when executed. If a user at the point of a cash trade 
enjoys specific privileged trading rights over further cash size 
proffered in the trading system, the system may trade more 
futures first—thus reversing the derived order flow because 
of the changed risk dynamic associated with an exclusive 
priority over further cash trading size. Rather than bid for or 
offer more cash size according to the futures price and size 
available to the system (as adjusted by the combination of risk 
ticks, risk factor, risk size, derived size limit and adjusted 
reduced derived size), the system can use the exclusive trad 
ing rights to further cash size to execute first a determined 
amount of futures, and then the cash instrument. The futures 
amount to trade is determined by the available cash size 
exclusively proffered to the application, adjusted either by the 
risk factor only, or by any of the suitable feature, as described 
above. In a certain embodiment of the priority matching 
where anti-gaming rules of the cash trading system dictate the 
proffered size that is unable to be cancelled, the trading sys 
tem has thus guaranteed the priority buyer or seller an execu 
tion of the proffered size. In this embodiment, the risk factor 
is automatically set to a value of one, and the amount of 
futures thence traded is equal to just the cashamount modified 
by the user's hedge ratio amount—be that conversion factor 
weighted, duration weighted, or weighted by any proprietary 
model used as introduced above. 
0055 Thus, it will be understood that the foregoing is only 
illustrative of the principles of the invention, and that various 
modifications can be made by those skilled in the art without 
departing from the scope and spirit of the invention, and the 
present invention is limited only by the claims that follow. 
What is claimed is: 
1. An apparatus for implementing an electronic trading 

system, the apparatus comprising: 
a plurality of workstations, each of the workstations com 

prising: 
a workstation storage device; 
a workstation processor connected to the workstation stor 

age device, the workstation storage device storing a 
workstation program for controlling the workstation 
processor, and 

the workstation processor operative with the workstation 
program to receive bids and offers on at least one item, 
and to display the bids and offers; and 

a server operative to communicate with the plurality of 
workstations and receive the bids and offers for at least 
one item, the server comprising: 

a server storage device; 
a server processor connected to the server storage device, 

the server storage device storing a server program for 
controlling the server processor, 
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the server processor operative with the server program to 
determine a measure of availability of a pre-determined 
quantity of a derivative instrument, the derivative instru 
ment being based on the item, the measure of availability 
being based on bids and offers for the derivative instru 
ment, a risk size that defines the pre-determined quantity 
of the derivative instrument, a risk factor that defines an 
excess amount of the derivative instrument over which 
availability is tested, and a risk tick that further tests 
whether the risk size plus the excess amount is obtain 
able within a threshold number of ticks from the best 
available bid/offer for the derivative instrument. 

2. The system of claim 1, wherein the server processor is 
operative to provide a bid or offer to an electronic trading 
system, the bid or offer that is based at least in part on the 
measure of availability. 

3. The system of claim 1, wherein the server processor is 
operative to provide a bid or offer to an electronic trading 
system, the bid or offer that is based at least in part on the 
measure of availability, the size of the bid or offer that is based 
on the risk size. 

4. The system of claim 1, wherein the server processor is 
operative to provide to an electronic trading system a bid or 
offer for an instrument, the bid or offer that is based on the 
difference invalue between the itemand the derivative instru 
ment, the bid or offer that is based at least in part on the 
measure of availability. 

5. The system of claim 1, wherein the server processor is 
operative to provide to an electronic trading system a bid or 
offer for an instrument, the bid or offer that is based on the 
difference invalue between the itemand the derivative instru 
ment, the measure of availability, the size of the bid or offer 
that is based on the risk size. 

6. The system of claim 1, wherein the sample is user con 
figurable. 

7. The system of claim 1, wherein the risk factor is user 
configurable. 

8. The system of claim 1, wherein the risk tick is user 
configurable. 

9. A method for implementing an electronic trading, the 
method comprising: 

using a plurality of workstations, each of the workstations 
comprising: 

a workstation storage device; 
a workstation processor connected to the workstation stor 

age device, the workstation storage device storing a 
WorkStation program for controlling the workStation 
processor, and 

operating the workstation processor with the workstation 
program to receive bids and offers on at least one item, 
and to display the bids and offers; and 

operating a server to communicate with the plurality of 
workstations and receive the bids and offers for at least 
one item, the server comprising: 

a server storage device; 
storing a server program using a server storage processor 

connected to the server storage device, the server storage 
device for controlling the server processor, 

the server processor with the server program adapted for: 
determining a measure of availability of a pre-determined 

quantity of a derivative instrument, the derivative instru 
ment being based on the item, the measure of availability 
being based on bids and offers for the derivative instru 
ment; 
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defining the pre-determined quantity of the derivative 
instrument; 

defining an excess amount of the derivative instrument over 
which availability is tested; and 

testing whether the risk size plus the excess amount is 
obtainable within a threshold number of ticks from the 
best available bid/offer for the derivative instrument. 

10. The method of claim 9, further comprising providing a 
bid or offer to an electronic trading system, the bid or offer 
that is based at least in part on the measure of availability. 

11. The method of claim 9, further comprising providing a 
bid or offer to an electronic trading system, the bid or offer 
that is based at least in part on the measure of availability, the 
size of the bid or offer that is based on the risk size. 

12. The method of claim 9, further comprising providing to 
an electronic trading system a bid or offer for an instrument, 
the bidor offer that is based on the difference invalue between 
the item and the derivative instrument, the bid or offer that is 
based at least in part on the measure of availability. 

13. The method of claim 9, further comprising providing to 
an electronic trading system a bid or offer for an instrument, 
the bidor offer that is based on the difference invalue between 
the item and the derivative instrument, the measure of avail 
ability, and providing a user-configurable field to limit the 
Volume of the bid or offer. 

14. The method of claim 9, wherein the sample is user 
configurable. 

15. The method of claim 9, wherein the risk factor is user 
configurable. 

16. The method of claim 9, wherein the risk tick is user 
configurable. 
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